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This EV-kit is designed to add a USB interface to communicate with Laser rangefinder. This EV-kit provides 

1mm or better resolution with 1.5mm accuracy at measuring range up to 60 meters and sample rates up 

to 7 samples per second. 

The EV-kit implements a Human Interface Device (HID) class USB device. Software applications in most 

operation systems can easily read data from HID class devices without the need for custom drivers. This 

makes it simple to create software that interfaces to the EV-kit from Window or Linux. 
 

Range 0.2-60 meters 

Accuracy +/- 1.5mm 

Measurement Rate 0.5~7 Hz (Based on reflectance and environment conditions, the 

measurement rate changes automatically 

Operating Temperature 0~40℃ 

Storage Temperature -10~50℃ 

Interfaces USB “B” connector, female – to host with RS232 @ 9600/8-N-1. 

Pin assignment Pin 1, 2 and 4 are connected to Ground while Pin 6, 7 and 8 is to power 

connection as Pin 3 and 5 as for Tx and Rx remain at 3V. (Please refer to 

Fig.1 for details) 

System compliance Dos, OS/2, Unix, Xenix, Linux, Windows and Netware 

Note customer shall provide OS (operation system version) to check if RS232 

data transmission SW available 
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 Fig.1 

 

 
Step 1. Install Software 

 

Step 2. Connect USB connection 
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Step 3. Connect RS232 to LRF 

 

Step 4. Software verification/Communication 

initiate 

 

Step 5. Software verification/Communication 

initiate  

Set Com port to the right connection and baud rate 

to 9600. 

Click “Open Com” and the connection is initiated if 

the gray circle turns red. 

 

Now you can start playing with this kit! 

 

Basic commands 

●Click “ON” then “Send” to turn on LRF. 

●Click “OFF” then “Send” to turn it off. 

●Click “READ” then “Send” to get data from LRF. 

●Click “CONT” then “Send” to keep continuous measuring. 

●Click “STAT” then “Send” to get LRF status. 

Detailed ASCII command Sets 

●~ON<cr><lf>  Command to turn unit on  

Send '~ON<cr><lf>' to the LRF and have the LRF return '~RDY<cr><lf>' to indicate it is ready to take 

measurements. The LRF will send '~DOWN<cr><lf>' to the HOST immediately before turned off for idling 

over 30 seconds. This turns on the visible laser and permits the user to aim the device.  

●~READ<cr><lf>  Command to return a single measurement 

 Send '~READ<cr><lf>' to the LRF and have the LRF return '~nn.nnn, status<cr><lf>' giving the distance 

reading and stability/accuracy information. If the LRF idles for over 30 seconds at the conclusion of this 

sequence, it will shut down immediately after sending '~DOWN<cr><lf>' to the HOST. 

●~CONT<cr><lf> Command to return continuous measurements  

Send '~CONT<cr><lf>' to the LRF, and have the LRF return '~nn.nnn, status<cr><lf> ~nn.nnn, status<cr><lf> 

~nn.nnn, status<cr><lf> etc. Keep the visible laser on and continue to transmit readings until the LRF 
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receives the command to turn it off. The laser would be turned off then. If the process goes on for over 

180 seconds, the LRF will shut down immediately after sending '~DOWN<cr><lf>' to the HOST.  

●~OFF<cr><lf>  Command to turn unit off  

Send '~OFF<cr><lf>' to the LRF, and have the LRF return '~OK<cr><lf>' and then turn off.  

●~STAT<cr><lf>  Command to check status of unit  

Send '~STAT<cr><lf>' to the LRF, and have the LRF return '~Error=000<cr><lf>' for no error, 

'~Error=999<cr><lf> for hardware error, or '~Error=2xx' for other errors'.  

 

Please refer to the following table for more details 

Code  Description  Solution 

000  No error  N/A 

200  Busy  Wait until the current task is done. 

204  Calculation error  Refer to user menu, repeat the procedures 

208  Temperature too high  Cool down instrument, make it working in stable 

temperature environment 

253  Temperature too low  Warm up instrument 

255  Receiver signal too weak, 

measurement time too long.  

Use target plate or change a good refection 

256  Received signal too strong  Target too reflective, use target plate or do not aim 

at strong light objective 

999 Hardware error and uncertainty error  Switch on/off the device several times.  

If the symbol still appears, then your instrument is 

defective. Please call your dealer for assistance. 

Dimensions: 

 

  
 


